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N-CAMPUS LIVING
New housing
policy rewards
early birds
AN AGGIE TWIST
ON SPEED DATING BY STACIE BAILEYTHE A&T REGISTER
Masquerade Speed Dattng last
Friday made students choose their
dates based on their personality
and not their good looks.
theWORLD »
TO 9/11 ATTACKS
ALUM CHARGED
FOR CONNECTION
Spending a little time in thepark? Whetheryou are goodfriends or in searchof something more, happiness is oneof the keys to a greatrelationship in college and out.
Khalid Sheikh Mohammed was
formally charged forhis role in
masterminding the Sept. 11th,
2001 attacks. PAGE 4
the
theSCORE
A&Tstudents are quickto talk
a good gamebut how many of
them back it up. PAGE 5
The Lady Aggies traveled down
1-95 and dominated Bethune-
Cookmanand Florida A&M over
the weekend.
the
See LOVE on Page 2
A LOT OF AGGIES
ARE ALL TALK
PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL • REGISTER
BYLEROY MIKELLand
ASHLEY REID
THE A&T REGISTER
A&T DOMINATES
FLORIDA FOES
Another incentive for students is the Housing
"I didn't experience any problems other than
the way they schedule the meetings with blatant
disregard for your schedule," he said. "To me, it
seemed rude because you may have a test in that
class, so instead ofrescheduling, I [had] to send
someone in my place."
Others feel that the new process is an improve-
ment and everything worked out in their favor.
"I am scheduled to get my housing assignment
on Monday, which is the first day, making it ben-
eficial for me and all ofthe other students who
turned intheir housing fees in, in atimely manner.
So this gives me a greater opportunity to get my
first choice ofresidence," said Vane Ballentine,
a sophomore sports science and fitness manage-
ment major.
Say, for instance, 200 people turn in their lot-
tery number within the first week. Those students
are assigned a number from 1-200. The next week,
the process is repeated until the deadline arrives.
This process is not only practical, but also en-
courages students to get their applications sub-
mitted in atimely matter. The change arose from
complaints from students and parents. Although
the system seems fairer, there is still the issue of
scheduled meetings, to sign up for aroom.
Marcus Summers, a sophomore computer sci-
ence major from Creedmoor, N.C, agrees with
the new process, however, believes that there is
still a better way.
time at the end," said Jermaine Floyd, assign-
ments coordinator.
Thinking about
clumping life
on-campus for
an apartment?
The process, which usually begins around the
middle of January, and goes through the begin-
ning February, was recently announced via the
flat screens throughout campus, flyers in dorms,
and a newsletter sent to every residence hall, de-
livered to the students by their RA's.
Before, lottery numbers were assignedafter ev-
eryone submitted their applications. This method,
however, left those who turned their applications
in early, the chance of getting a very highnumber,
thus, a late appointment
to choose where they
live the following se-
mester.
"We changed that
process to somewhat of
afirst come, first served
basis still using the lot-
tery; therefore, we as-
sign lottery numbers
weekly instead of one
The time has come again to make that chal-
lenging selection ofwhere to stay next year. For-
tunately, things this year are a little easier, as far
as the lottery process goes.
Instead, A&T is farming out its
bestand brightest to men and women
on other school campuses. It may be
the women that are going elsewhere
for their love interests because a little
less than halfofthem are happy with
the quality ofmenon campus.
92 percent ofthe men like the se-
lection ofladies but they may not be
into them for undisclosed reasons.
Bree Pelham, a civil engineer ma-
jor, said she believes in love but there
trial engineer major, says she doesn't
need much to be in love. She said
simple and traditional things go a
long way and believes there are good
men on campus, but she just has not
run into one ofthem yet.
"I want a phone call and a text
maybe everyday," said Griar.
Dating does not seemto be a prob-
lem because 92 percent of students
polled are in fact dating but close to
half are not dating other A&T stu-
dents.
Matthew Harden, a freshman en-
Sometimes there is a large num-
ber of bitter students fed up with
love and cursing everything related
to love and matrimony. The question
is: which one of these scenarios is
more likely to occur within the con-
fines ofAggieland?
Men and women on campus were
asked to complete a short survey to
shed a little light on where we stand
on the subject of love. The data,
collected randomly from over 100
students, says that three quarters of
women believe that love is harder to
find because ofmen and 53 percent
ofthe men agree.
People often hear stories ofmen
and women graduating from high
school, getting accepted to a college,
meeting the one they love, graduat-
ing, and then going onto live happily
everafter.
Harden added that A&T is a good
place to find a wife but he has a cou-
ple years before he starts searching.
According to over 90 percent of
students polled, love is something
they do wish to find in Aggieland.
Only 10 percent are totally uninter-
ested in love, and the bitter faces you
see on a daily basis belong to people
who have been hurt or are joining the
ranks ofthose who don't care.
This means love in Aggieland
may not be a lost cause. Alot ofthe
problem may just stem from people
wanting all the love without sacrific-
ing 100percent involvement.
Totney Griar, a freshmen indus-
"I think love is a lot ofthings,"
said Harden. "It's all those funny
feelings in your heart that you can't
explain."
r s what he isgineei
■oking * that women inftllege are smart and he does want
t| find the right one for him but it
can be hard to put a definition on true
love.
See HOUSING on Page 2
Even without sight, vision is clear
WHO ELSE WANTS
PANCAKES?
■ Blind professor doesn't let lack of sight get
in the way of her seeing the big picture
BY LATOYA HAGGINS
THE A&T REGISTER
Pancake Day withfree short stacks
at every IHOP nationwide. PAGE 8
Students celebrate International
THURSDAY: Sunny | High 55°
FRIDAY: Partly Cloudy| High 56°
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DR. RASHIDA AHMAD Director of CreativeWriting handles business in heroffice. Herkeyboard respondsaudibly allowing her to type. She is a
poet, an activist a mother and grandmotherbut she isalso blind.
WEATHER
Cgb ""1117/u< Lo:28° "Heavy times," as Dr. Ah-
mad refers as them to. It was
then that she discovered her
knack for poetry as a student,
trying to make a difference. But
she would soon leave school to
get married and have children.
Then later start a career at
First Atlanta Bank It was there
that Dr. Ahmad realized how
unfit this life was for her and
She emerged from and era
where a lot of activist were
honed. She was there when the
Nation of Islam took a stand
against the man. She was there
when Angela Davis was ar-
rested; in fact she picketed at a
prison not far from her school
in Xenia, Ohio with some of
her fellow classmates to "free"
Angela.
"Inwardly, I felt rushed. It
made me kind of hurry up or
live with more intensity."
Passionate, persistent and
pressed on finding out what
life's purpose was, Dr. Ahmad
began doing everything she
could as fast as she could.
Dr. Anjail Rashida Ahmad,
the Creative Writing Director
at A&T, had a premonition that
she would lose her sight when
she was 13 years old. Afraid that
she would miss out on some-
thing, Ahmad says she lived her
life in a hurry.
She is a poet, an activist, a
mother ofthree, a grandmother
but most of all, an inspiration.
Why? Because she does it all
without eyes.
gies smash SWAC
blazes through first tournament
RAHEEM DeV
The Grammy nominated a
about his new album, Metr
and upcoming tour with J
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Yes San Jose Taiko DrummersHarrison Auditorium
7:30 p.m.
The War Against HIV/AIDS
Memorial Student Union
Exhibit Hall
6:30 p.m.
This program is designed
to give the top 200 students
with GPA's between 3.5 and
4.0 the opportunity to receive
housing no matter what their
lottery number.
Excellence Program
Any student who falls
within this scale and turns in
their application on time is
eligible for this option. This
program is not new and is a
response to student and parent
complaints.
housing,
"This is our way ofrecog-
nizing those students," said
Leonard Jones, the director of
Vanstory Hall will be
closed after the fall 2008 se-
mester ends due to safety
renovations that must to be
Other changes to housing
this year include the opening
ofBarbee Hall, which will be
completed and open in time
for the fall 2008 semester.
As far as the new names
given to the Village buildings,
Jones says that they are using
the new names in brochures
and applications for the up-
coming freshman to solidify
the change.
"Safety is obviously first in
housing," Jones said.
completed
The selection process for
choosing rooms moved from
Moore Gym to the Memorial
Student Union Exhibit Hall n
and began on Feb. 11.
161 I found love in Aggieland the
room. There are no witnesses or suspects at this time MTV Real World Casting Call
Shooters II
827W. Morgan Street (Durham)
10a.m. — 5 p.m
Women's Basketball
vs. MD-Eastern Shore
Corbett Sports Center
2 p.m., FREE
Men's Basketball
vs. MD-Eastern Shore
Corbett Sports Center
4 p.m., FREE
17
Football Tryout Meeting
Bryan Fitness and Wellness Ctr.
Multipurpose Room
6 p.m.
That Was Then...This is Now
Roundtable Discussion
NCB Auditorium
7 p.m.
Ahmad says that when
things got hard and she want-
edto give up, her mind would
rotate back to her grandmoth-
Knowing that this was
something she could not es-
cape and would have to face
head on, Dr. Ahmad seeked
strength from her grandmoth-
er, who offered her stories
about her own struggles.
But it was during her
PhD years that the dreaded
day came. In 1998, her sight
started to go. She had already
begun teaching. Having a ca-
reer which she felt depended a
greatdeal on herability to see,
Dr. Ahmad stopped teaching
and furthering her education.
so'she began taking classes
to get an undergrad degree
again, which later led to her
getting her Masters and on to
her Doctorates.
PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL-REGISTER
Valentine's Day Dinner for
Two (Presented by SUAB)
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom
6 p.m. — 8p.m.
7 p.m - 10p.m.
Valentine's Day Ball
(Presented by SUAB)
Memorial Student Union
Exhibit Hall
FLYING HIGH: CenterCityPark canbe a greatplace to spend timeand get toknow someone.
Keeping thingsfresh and interesting is one way to make collegerelationships last.
Can true love really be
found in Aggieland? Adventures through theDiscovery Corps: Researchand Service.
New Science Building 200
11 a.m.
Black Is Beautiful: Black
Love Celebration
University Square
7 p.m.
By 2001 she had to use a
cane and admits that she ex-
perienced some shame inhav-
ing to do so. But she knew she
couldn't let a little shame stop
Ahmad says she would
kick and scream and cry, then
join the rest ofthe world. She
said one ofthe things she had
to learn is its ok to be down
but you have to get back up. In
2000, she decided to go back
to school to finish getting her
PhD and continue educating.
"I would say, okay she did
it and she didn't have any
scholarship and she didn't
have any help and she did it."
In 2007 she was selected a
member ofthe North Carolina
Arts Council Touring Artist
directory and nominated by
A&T for the 2007 Human
Rights medal. She believes
that she is a voice, not only
Dr. Anjail "the poetry evan-
gelist"Ahmad was selected as
one of the top ten persons to
make a significant difference
in the triad by Poets Writing
in aTime ofWar in 2005.
So she and a team ofothers
got the city to lower the fare
after an eight month battle
before the city council com-
mittee filled with media atten-
tion.
"A lot of them, after their
rent was paid or their hous-
ing was paid, a lot of them
had anywhere from $30.00 to
$60.00 to live off of," Ahmad
said.
Recently, Dr. Ahmad has
returned to her activist roots
when the city of Greensboro
was preparing to imposea fair
of $72.00 a month for trans-
portation passes used for the
disabled.
And so she kept dreaming,
all the way to becoming the
Creative Writing Director at
North CarolinaA&T in 2003.
"I just can't imagine me
with no dreams; even then, I
could not imagine me being in
life with no dreams."
Dr. Ahmad, who says she
wants to be remembered for
her irrepressible spirit,recalls
how she remained a dreamer
though out those troublesome
times.
her.
Dr. Ahmad may have lost
her ability to see but she never
lost her ability to dream, be-
lieve and be heard. To refer
to her as an inspiration would
probably be an understate-
ment.
"She not only is an incred-
ibly giftedpoet. She leads the
creative writing program with
grace and has a wonderful
vision for what the creative
writing program can be in
years ahead."
Her colleagues are equally
inspired by her. One in par-
ticular, Professor Valerie Nei-
man, who works with Ahmad
in the creating writing pro-
gram, speaks to how Ahmad
has inspired her.
"Dr. Ahmad is an example
of how life is an occasion
that we have to arise to. She
doesn't make any excuses for
what happened to her so when
you're around her, you have to
step your game up. She's the
main reason I'm trying to do a
lot ofthe stuffI'm doing."
Dr. Ahmad's approach to
life has been successful with
at least one student here at
A&T. Ruben Jackson said
she's way more than an inspi-
ration forhim.
"The way I have to live
my life is to be a presence in
the world so that the people
I come in contact with, they
will be empowered to be able
to realize their own dreams
or realize their own life pur-
pose," she said.
from a creative writing stand-
point, but for people who can
not speak for themselves.
Can you really find love
in Aggieland?
Maybe
I'm here for books
not love
incidents and officers cleared the call
ducted a search for the suspect that made the threat.
After a detailed search of the area neither the suspect
nor any weapons were found.There were no further
University Police Officers were called and responded to
Hines Hall where they secured the building. A Middle
College staffmember reported that they heard an
unknown black male threaten several Middle College
students. The threat was made after a verbal exchange
outside Hines Hall. University Police Officers con-
Communicating Threats
2/5/08,9:56 a.m.
Hines Hall
Robbery
2/4/08,10:00 p.m.
Circle Drive
A UPD officer assisted the GPD in investigating a
robbery of a university grad student in the Riverwalk
Area. The victim was robbed and assaulted by two
unknown males while a third male waited in a vehicle.
The victim was transported to Cone ER by EMS for
minor injuries. The estimated value that was stolen
was $50. GPD is the primary investigating agency.
The UPD is filed for information purposes
Disturbance
2/4/08,1:50 p.m.
Memorial Student Union
UPD responded to the Sit-in at the Student Union for
a male student who refused to pay for his food. The
student became unruly but left without incident.This
case will be forwarded to StudentAffairs for Univer-
sity disposition.Marsh is the creator of
bluedeathvalley.com, aA&T fan
site dedicated tocovering Aggie
athletics, he and his wife Fachon
are happily married and are new
parents ofa 10-month-old son.
"You just have to be serious
and appreciate the opportunities
you have. If you aren't focused
when you meet the right girl you
may regret it."
Marsh said he thinks it is still
possible to make the same kind
of love connections in Aggie-
land today.
"Everybody had to go to the
cafe, and everyone had to go to
the Union and we both have an
HBCU education."
ences
They met at a sporting event,
had a casual conversation, ex-
changed numbers, and kept in
touch. Marsh said that all the
things they have in common
make their relationship stronger.
He stressed that marriages may
work because of shared experi-
Many ofour former students
have made matrimony and mar-:
ital life work with otherAggies.
Semaj Marsh connected with
his wife, Fachon Davis, during
his time here atA&T.
We found that 48 percent of
menon campus believe they can
find that perfect somebody here
on campus compared to 43 per-
cent of women asked the same
question.
"Course workloads are nor-
mally heavy and conflicting
schedules take away from time
you get to spend together," said
Pelham.
are many challenges to face
along the way. She believes it is
possible to find love on campus
because she is in a happy rela-
tionship herself.
The definition of love is al-
ways changing, but as long as
a good number of our students
continue to work on it, the num-
bers show lovewill stand strong
in Aggieland.
The statistics show a lot of
room for love here on campus.
Close to 80 percent are ready to
be in love and 92 percent plan
on being in love in the future.
He also said you can't go
wrong with ramen and a movie
in the dorms because it's a great
chance to get to know someone.
"Be creative, remember your
anniversaries and go back to
those places and the place you
met."
Marsh didn't want to brag
too much, so he offered a couple
ideas for great dates and making
sure the love is not lost.
A female student reported to the University Police that
someone stole her bankcard and account information.
The unknown person(s) attempted to deposit two
checks into her account and then attempted to with-
draw cash from the student's account.
Thereare no witnesses or suspects at this time.
— Compiled by Tiffany Adams
Fraud
2/5/08,10:08 a.m
Off-Campus
Larceny
2/5/08,12:10 a.m.
McNair Hall
A female student reported that someone removed her
book bag, which was underneath her desk in the class-
Women's Basketball
vs. Delaware State
Corbett SportsCenter
4 p.m., FREE (ESPNU)
Men's Basketball
vs. Delaware State
Corbett Sports Center
7p.m.,FREE(ESPNU)r-t r
events@ncatregister.com
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blind get in the way of big picture
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VISION From page 1
Personal GrowthWorkshops
Memorial Student Union
Stallings Ballroom
9 a.m. — 12p.m.
There are numerous perks
to living on campus. There
is convenient and guaranteed
parking, having somewhere to
go between classes, and most
importantly, knowing what's
going on in and around cam-
pus.
Some students consider liv-
ing on campus an advantage,
while others see it another
way.
The mortgage interest is tax
deductible, so this means that
you won't give Uncle Sam as
much ofyour money.
There are definitely many
advantages to buying a home.
Buying a home is the next step
that student often take after an
apartment. Since the value of
real estate usually goes up, you
would start building equity on
the purchase. For a $100,000
house with a $3,000 down pay-
ment and 30 year fixed inter-
est rate of 6.75%, the monthly
payment would be $850, which
is less than some two bedroom
apartments, especially those
in Greensboro that come fully
furnished.
Although the costs ofliving
in a dorm and apartment are
quite similar, students find that
the better investment is made
into the apartment. Apartment
searching is indeed a tedious
task, but is worth it when the
task is complete. An average
price rent for one person would
be no less that $400, and that is
with the convenience ofbeing
closer to campus.
With most apartments in
Greensboro being unfurnished,
the worry is finding furniture,
decorating, and maintaining
rent payments. The farther
away from campus the apart-
ment is, morethan likely itwill
cost much less than those apart-
ment located closer to campus.
In speaking with landlords and
advisors, this is true because of
the convenience factor.
but most importantly a sense
of responsibility. Students
also have an opportunity to
not only establish good credit,
but maintain it and build their
credit score if their payments
are accurate and timely.
There was also a conces-
sion table of candy and cook-
ies. Along with goodie bags for
the participants to take home.
The bags included Tootsie Rolls
candy and a condom to promote
safe sex.
With a turn out of about
seventy-five people, daters con-
versed while slow jams played
in the background.
The organization came up
with the idea with the help of
SUAB last and after such a
good turn out, they decided to
holdanother this year.
What has two legs, wears a
feathered masks and moves at
a fast pace? An Aggie speed
dater! The NY/NJ Connection
held its first annual Masquerade
Speed Dating event last Friday
in the Union Exhibit Hall.
Full story available online
at ncatregister. com
Therefore, it is important
that students get prepared and
start thinking homeownership
for the future.
Without a doubt, it is a cer-
tainty that students will dump
the dorm for an apartment,
and eventually dump that very
apartment for a house.
I think that it is a good idea
to start thinking about home
ownership early while still
in college. It is important to
know that it takes good credit
and income in order to obtain
a home loan, and with stable
payments within an apartment,
good credit will not even be an
issue.
otherway.
This is a significant invest-
ment into many students' lives
and careers, and could not be
attained without the vital in-
vestment. Statistics prove that
the value of a house increases
about 3% each year. The pro-
ceeds from the sale can then be
used to purchase a larger home
or to invest the money in some
The best part of all is that
if you decide to stay there and
pay offthe mortgage in 15 or30
years, you will own the home.
Allyou need topay then would
be maintenance and property
tax on the house. But as many
people do, if you decide to sell
the house, you will make a
profit if the value ofthe home
has increased.
Owning a home means that
you are free to make changes
and improvements, which may
sometimes include adhering
to a homeowner's covenant,
which would not be possible
in an apartment, and definitely
not in a dorm.
'Tm justlooking for a good
time, I wasn't looking for love"
said Justin Rhedrick, a business
management major. "It was a
lot of fun. I came out not look-
onds
With a sizable crowd ofon-
lookers, many just stood around
and watched hesitant to partici-
pate. However, that didn't stop
many from engaging in friendly
conversation over sixty sec-
After sixty seconds with one
date, the host called out for a
switch and the guys rotated to
the right while the women kept
their seats and patiently awaited
the next dater.
Nearly twenty anxious young
ladies took seats at tables cen-
tered in the middle of Exhibit
Hall. The young men sat across
from them. Ladies hid behind
large pink masquerade masks
while the fellas veiled them-
selves withblue ones.
"We thought this would be
a great way for people to come
out and possibly find dates for
Valentine's Day, it was also a
great way to our organization's
name out there and gain new
members," said the NY/NJ vice
president ofCasey Spencer.
The event ended around 10
p.m. and with such a good turn
out, NY/NJ is sure to hold an-
other dating event next year.
Although some guys refused
to say it on record, a few amit-
ted they were there to find po-
tential lovers and but wisely left
that part out ofthe conversation
with their speed date.
ing for a date or boyfriend, but
just to have a good time," said
Kiara Tahje. She also stated
that many ofthe guys asked the
same questions. Questions such
as classification, hometown and
age. "After a while it got a bit
redundant and boring."
NCCU faces audit problems too
BY GARY D. ROBERTSON
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
It's built around you.
Toyota College Programs
Co-op ■ New College Graduates (Engineer)
■ New College Graduates (Non-Engineer)
A graduate program designed especially for
engineering, science, and tech students
looking for a global perspective.
Align your career with a team that has contributed to creating
a globally valued brand. A team proud to be associated with
one ofFortune's top three most admired companies in America.
A company that has its priorities in the right place, a great respect
for people, and its horizons moving forward.
MeetToyota team members on campus
For specific dates/times, visit:
North America, Inc.
moving forward
Toyota MotorEngineering &Manufacturing
mm
Toyota is an Equal OpportunityEmployer and supports a diverse and inclusive workforce
JENKINS
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
MASTER OF GLOBAL INNOVATION MANAGEMENT
Toyota is a global leader that thrives on innovation. Team members'
ideas are the wellspring of continuous improvement. We've designed
exceptional programs to give college and university talent the
opportunity to become an informed addition to our Toyota team.
Here's an excellent chance to participate in work that will have an
impact on society today, tomorrow and for years to come. This is
the future Toyota's building around you.
RALEIGH, N.C. — A high-rank-
ing administrator at North Caro-
lina Central University stole
thousands of dollars in federal
research grant money, possibly
to pay offpersonal items bought
with his university credit card,
according to a state audit re-
leased Tuesday.
State Auditor Les Merritt
The student also received a
one-monthhealth research grant
from the administrator worth
nearly $3,000, even through
she never worked at the school.
His report also found that a one-
year, $18,700 contract for the
student was blocked by another
said the assistant provost, who
was not identified in the audit,
also hid for thrjtoears a roman-
tic a student, in
violation ofuniversity policy.
world
2 continents, 2 degrees, ljear
www.mgt.ncsu. edu/mgim
"It appears an attempt was
made to bypass the scholarships
and financial aid office by false
pretense," the review said.
The report, which included
information from an N.C. Cen-
tral internal review conducted in
August, also said that auditors
found that documents related
to the improper payments con-
tained false information and it
appears a financial aid official's
signature had been falsified.
Merritt's investigators also
found delinquent charges and a
notice to assign the university-
issued card account to a collec-
tion agency.
view
One student said the admin-
istrator needed the money so
he could make payments on his
credit card, according to the re-
Check recipients said the as-
sistant provost asked them to
cash the checks, all worth more
than $2,000. The investigation
said the assistant provost asked
recipients to take some of the
money for themselves and give
the rest to him.
The review, which began fol-
lowing an allegation reported
to the auditor's waste and fraud
hot line, concluded the admin-
istrator improperly authorized
$36,041 in graduate assistant
contract payments to several
people, including the adminis-
trator's nephew and the neph-
ew's girlfriend. Checks totaling
$15,341 were actually cashed.
fraud
Officials at N.C. Central
didn't immediately return a
phone call Tuesday seeking
comment. In a prepared re-
sponse, the university said the
administrator has been relieved
ofhis duties as assistant provost
and associate vice chancellor of
academic affairs. Campus po-
lice are still investigating and
the university said it would re-
view itsfiscal controls to reduce
"University management
should consider the strongest
disciplinary action given the
magnitude ofthe misconduct."
"This violation represents
a very serious offense and the
punishment should reflect this,"
the audit said ofthe hidden re-
lationship.
prosecution
university official
Merritt has forwarded the
audit to state and federal pros-
ecutors for a possible criminal
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Dumping the dorm?
PHOTOBYBRITTNEY HANNAH • REGISTER
BY BRITTNEY HANNAH
THE A&TREGISTER
BY WHITNEY DICKENS
THE A&T REGISTER
Aggies do speed dating in style
Two Aggie speed daters get toknow each othera littlebetter at NY/NYMasquerade Speed Dating last Friday.
The process ofmoving from
the dorm to an apartment has
been regarded to as "refresh-
ing." It gives students a sense
offreedom and independence,
There are twelve on-campus
housing facilities available to
students, with each being fur-
nished. Students are also able
to take advantage ofthe living
and learning communities on
campus, which are located in
specific dorms.
a year.
The prices of living on cam-
pus vary depending onwhether
ornot you live in a double style
room, double deluxe, single, or
private. The prices range any-
where from $1,478 to $2,678
Students who currently live
offcampus who lived ina dorm
before say that they would
never move back on campus. If
anything, they would continue
to renew their lease, move to a
better apartment, or eventually
move into a house.
alarms
Some disadvantages are
having to share a bathroom
and/or room with someone
else, not being able to prepare
your meals in a kitchen, which
would save money, small beds,
room inspections, and fire
spokesman for
the Guantana-
mo Naval Sta-
tion. Among
those buried
elsewhere at
the cemetery
are U.S. ser-
vicemen
kinky or
ipciafawg in if! wof tais: Har fusion, nm
locks, interlock weave or tree tnakfs
senegalese twist, and more! Men's ami chiffren's
styles also available.
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Michael Khambatta of the
International Committee ofthe
Red Cross said his organization
would approve the death penalty
only when there are "procedural
and judicial guarantees that
meet international standards."
Khambatta, who is the dep-
uty head of the ICRC's Wash-
ington delegation, declined to
comment publicly on whether
the ICRC considers the U.S.
war-crimes trials fair.
Many support the use of the
death penalty for men blamed
for the Sept. 11 attacks.
"If these guys are found
guilty, I can't think ofany other
case more appropriate for the
death penalty," said Charles
"Cully" Stimson, a senior legal
fellow at the Heritage Founda-
tion, a conservative think tank.
"An overwhelming majority of
Americans support the death
penalty."
jackers
The accused include Kha-
lid Sheikh Mohammed, the al-
leged mastermind of Sept. 11;
Mohammed al-Qahtani, whom
officials have labeled the 20th
hijacker; and Waleed binAttash,
who investigators say selected
and trained some of the 19 hi-
The trial for the six detainees
is still months away. And given
the slow pace of the military
commissions at Guantanamo
Bay, verdicts are unlikely be-
fore President Bush leaves of-
fice next January.
ing room to the death chamber,
where at least two news media
representatives would be wit-
nesses
The condemned men could
even be buried at Guantanamo.
A Muslim section of the cem-
etery at Guantanamo has been
dedicated by an Islamic cul-
tural adviser, said Bruce Lloyd,
David Sheldon, an attorney
and former member ofthe Na-
vy's legal corps, said an execu-
tion chamber at Guantanamo
would be largely beyond the
reach ofU.S. courts.
"I thinkthat's the administra-
tion's idea, to try to use Guan-
tanamo as a base to not be un-
der the umbrella of the federal
district courts," he said. "If one
is detained in North Carolina or
South Carolina in a Navy brig,
one could conceivably file a pe-
tition ofhabeas corpus and be-
cause ofwhere they're located,
invoke the jurisdiction ofa fed-
eral court."
Any executions would prob-
ably add to international outrage
over Guantanamo, since capital
punishment is banned in 130
countries, including the 27-na-
tion European Union.
Conducting the executions
on U.S. soil could open the way
for the detainees' lawyers to go
to U.S. courts to fight the death
sentences. But the updated reg-
ulations make it possible for the
executions to be carried out at
Guantanamo
SAN JUAN, P.R.(AP)— If six sus-
pected terrorists are sentenced
to death at Guantanamo Bay for
the Sept. 11 attacks, U.S. Army
regulations that were quietly
amended two years ago open
the possibility of execution by
lethal injection at the military
base in Cuba, experts said Tues-
day.
Brig. Gen. Thomas W. Hart-
mann refused to discuss details
The last U.S. military execu-
tion was in 1961, when Presi-
dent Kennedy signed off on
the hanging ofArmy Pfc. John
A. Bennett for the rape and at-
tempted murder of an 11-year-
old Austrian girl.
"Military executions will be
by lethal injection," the regula-
tions say.
Up until recently, experts on
military law said, it was under-
stood that military regulations
required executions to be car-
ried out by lethal injection at
Fort Leavenworth inKansas.
But in January 2006, the
Army changed its procedures
for military executions, allow-
ing "other locations" to be used.
The new regulations say that
only the president can approve
an execution and that the secre-
tary ofthe Army will authorize
the location.
area of the
"A small
cemetery has
been fenced off and remains
ready for the burial of any Mus-
lim who may die here and not
be repatriated to another coun-
try, for whatever reason," Lloyd
told The Associated Press.
When two Saudis and a
Yemeni committed suicide at
Guantanamo in 2006, military
officers said the men could be
buried at the cemetery, but the
remains were instead sent back
to their homelands.
No death chamber is known
to exist at Guantanamo, but
Scott Silliman, a former Air
Force lawyer and who is now
a Duke University professor,
said the military may decide to
build one there. The 2006 Army
regulations also call for a view-
The cable points to the
1945-46 Nuremberg war crimes
trials in Germany. Twelve of
AdolfHitler's senior aides were
sentenced to death at the trials,
though not all were executed in
the end.
A four-page cable sent to
U.S. embassies and obtained
Tuesday by The Associated
Press says that execution as
punishment for extreme viola-
tions ofthe laws ofwar is inter-
nationally accepted.
The Bush administration
has instructed U.S. diplomats
abroad to defend its decision to
seek the death penalty for the
six men by recalling the execu-
tions ofNazi war criminals after
World War II.
Eugene Fidell, a Washington
defense attorney and expert on
military law, said Guantanamo
Bay could be an execution site,
but added that the U.S. would
face an international outcry.
"It would be highly con-
troversial because a lot of the
world simply doesn't believe
in the deathpenalty any more,"
Fidell said.
"We are a long way from
determining the details of the
death penalty, and when that
time comes ... we will follow
the law at that time and the pro-
cedures that are in place," Hart-
mann said.
on executions when he an-
nounced Monday the Pentagon
was charging the six Guantan-
amo detainees and seeking the
death penalty.
Words of Wisdom
live in all of us.
How will you share yours?
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A&T alum charged in 9/11 role
Terrorist mastermind Khalid Sheikh Mohamme awaits trial
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HAIR EXTENSIONS AND BRAIDS
Without Greensboro Daily News
photographer Jack Moebes' iconic im-
age, we would be left with only words
to suggest what happened.
His photo appears everywhere, its
impact noteworthy, and yet his name
is often left unwritten. If Moebes'
was not there, what image would
we have, what monument couldwe
built. I think he deserves creditfor
his work.
As I was reading your story
which began "The picture alone may
not seem like much more than an
old snapshot", it wasapparent that
you failed to credit the very person
responsible for capturing the historic
moment on film.
Joseph Rodriguez
Greensboro News & Record
The trainers try to throw in
the towel for her because they
can't stand to see their prize-
fighter take such a horrible
whipping. But what fighter
ever stopped fighting with any
fight left in their bodies?
So in this case who is the
guilty party. Two games have
two different sets ofrules and
depending on the coach a los-
ing season is always possible.
It may be that only the people
that can start in more than one
sport will ever be happy be-
cause they will know the rules
to every gamethey play.
But one thing is for sure
someone or something has got
to give because whether you
are on the bench or in the blue
corner you won't stand a fight-
ing chance without the team
concept.
ries about why she can't avoid
punches and how he is too fast
for her.
With all the work the team
They basically play boy-
friend with none of the boy-
friend benefits. These guys are
the nice guys and are probably
the best chance at a successful
relationship.
The most important thing
they do is console her should
she suffer a knockout. No one
sees her as being wrong for
stringing all these good guys
along. They take an interest in
her problems.
These guys are an integral
part oftheir boxer's life. They
show her what to expect, make
sure she maintains a proper diet
(so she doesn't eat the jabs of
unworthy suitors), and give her
good advice so she can avoid
haymakers.
Women have teams too,
except their sport is more like
boxing. They have a staff of
trainers and use them all for
differentpurposes.
the contract while all others get
traded, but everyone involved
had the chance to be the fran-
chise player.
Ding ding back to the comer
and the 'cut' man with sad sto-
All the advice in between
rounds fall on deaf ears. The
bellrings, she getsoffthe phone
with the cut-man and gets pum-
meled for three more punishing
minutes ofthe red comers best
combinations.
does to prepare her to get awin,
she may still decide to date the
person across the ring from
her in the opposite comer. For
whatever reason she fails to re-
alize that you can't beat up an
opponent you are in love with.
The safe choice also plays out
as corny and boring because
she likes boxing not basketball.
These "red comer" guys re-
alize that women are into box-
ing more than basketball, so
they start boxing too.
Ding, Ding. "Red corner"
guys understand the power ofa
stiff jab. It frustrates the other
fighter taking their mind out of
the fight. The jab prevents them
from listening to the trainer
who is watching the whole bat-
tle from the comer.
The franchise player ends
up being the only one getting
These men will be accused
ofbeing dogs for simply apply-
ing this team-building concept.
Different players play differ-
ent positions to serve different
purposes. Good guys and Bad
guys alike believe in this trial
and error method offinding the
perfect teammate. The male
approach to love is much like
basketball in this aspect. Ev-
eryone does their part and you
have to win.
to be in life.
It is almost
like men and
women are
playing two
entirely dif-
ferent games
at the same
time.
familiar with
Guys are
the team con-
cept, scouting reports, com-
bines and all the other things
necessary to fielding a good
team every season.
sex
In general a person only
show interest in you because
they are attracted to you. You
don't believe me? What about
the word "JUST" in front of the
phrase just friends? Another
way to say it is only, solely, ex-
clusively just friends.
Ladies have been saying
there are no good men any-
where. Is that real question or
justan expressionoffrustration?
We all do things to put our-
selves exactly where we want
Leroy Mikell is a junior JOMC
major. He can be reached at
leroy@meant2shine.com.
A lot ofAggies are all talk
I don't think it's because no one
wants to help — but perhaps many
don'trealize there are so many
homeless that need help. I read about
college students across the country
attending forums, signing petitions
and sleeping on the streets in sleeping
bags in an effort to focus college cam-
puses on the plight of the homeless.
One student said, "So much can be
done, and it's right at your doorstep".
Universities and colleges in
Greensboro should be tunneling their
students' and professors' time and
talents to raise awareness and assist
with the plan to end chronic home-
lessness in Greensboro.
One has to wonder where they
are going and what future opportuni-
ties they have for a source of income,
medical care,and housing.
Most of us in college are eager
to volunteer for a cause or help in
itsefforts. As I research the nearby
college organizations and their
charitable causes, I notice there is a
group thatseems to be forgotten: the
homeless.
My day begins early morning
making a cup of hot tea and looking
out the windows of our downtown
Loft at homeless people rummaging
through city garbage cans, sitting on
benches and walking the streets with
backpacks.
Harry J. Lee
UNC Greensboro
Mr. or Mrs. Excuse are the
worst people at A&T because
they seem to be the ones who
are the most involved.
They are the people who
have workedhard enough to get
a couple blips on the resume, a
few leadership positions here
and there but have really made
no impact in those positions.
These people are our future
political leaders. They can B.S.
with the best ofthem, they can
play the political game like a
pro. They walk the walk and
most importantly, talk the talk
but what do they get done?
I guess any type of success
is subjective. It all depends on
who you ask and their indi-
vidual bias but getting back to
the original point, I challenge
other Aggies to put their bal-
lots where their mouths are.
Practice what you preach at the
polls (primary and November
elections), in the classroom and
inthe community and we'll see
how many people live up to
theirwords by the results.
Michael J. McCray is a senior JOMC
major and the Editor In Chief ofThe
A&T Register. He can be reached at
mike@ncatregister.com.
Ask one ofthose disgruntled
football fans if they've ever
watched anA&T team that was
winning, the answer is over-
welmingly, "No, but..."
Ok, you got me on that one.
I know if I give $200 bucks a
year to athletics I want to see
a "W," but how many of them
go and watch baseball and soft-
ball, even swimming? All of
those teams have won or been
in championship games in the
last year but their attendance is
very light on students, even the
Aggie Maniacs are sometimey.
I've seriously seen more
homeless people at baseball
games than actual students be-
fore and those games are free
without student ID.
I love the fans ofA&T sports
who have a constant gripeabout
our football program or con-
tinue to question the decisions
of ours basketball coaches but
outside of the athletic fee in
their tuition don't support the
team in any way.
again, the excuse. The same
excuse they use for not voting
or not knowing who is on the
Board of Trustees, even know-
ing their class president for that
matter.
Whether you're interested in
joining a greek organization or
just getting involved period on
campus, you have to stop talk-
ing about trying to do it and do
it.
Television studio? I was
around and asked about doing
a show.
Underclassmen always ask
how I got started at the newspa-
per and I tell them the truth, "I
just started showing up."
The radio station? I walked
in (Price Hall Suite 200 for
anyone interested) and asked
for an application.
are trying to do here at school
In the Journalism and Mass
Communication department I
hear it every day. "Man, I'm
trying to get on at the TV stu-
dio," "I'm trying to do some-
thing at the radio station," or
my personal favorite, "How do
I write for the newspaper?"
The reality is, it isn't that
hard to do anything at A&T.
While having a rapport with
the powers that be is a plus, just
asking and being humble when
you ask can get you a very long
way at A&T.
We all have that friend who
is always talking about what
they want to do, or what they
Once again, they talk about
but they aren't doing anything
about it.
64. That's less thantwo per-
cent of a student body that has
more than 11,000 people but I
know I've heard more than 64
people harping on why I need
to vote.
Those 64 people included
people from the surrounding
neighborhood and people who
may not have updated their
information with the Board of
Elections so the actual student
number is probably well lower
thanthat.
MICHAEL J.
McCRAY
dependent it's
something I
can admire
but ask some
of these peo-
ple talking
about "Barack
this, Barack
that," where
they were in
November
of last year
when only 64 voted on campus
in a mayoral election with a
A&T alum in it!
They always say "I'm try-
ing to do itbut..." There it goes
I love the spirit I've seen
from students supporting Dem-
ocratic presidential candidate
Barack Obama, even as an In-
A&T has it's fair share of
outspoken individuals.
The problem with talking
though is just that, it's all talk.
Whether they have a po-
litical messege, a passionate
cause or they are just gregari-
ous, plenty ofpeople here have
plenty to say about everything.
Talking is easy but talk is
cheap and in the Aggie commu-
nity people seem to be unaware
of the worth oftheirwords.
Wetalkabout about the laps-
es in judgement by members
of our administration but how
many people are challenging
the powers that be to do better.
I'm willing to bet that there
are members of our Board of
Trustees who haven't met any
other current student here other
than David Street or myself.
Who's holding them ac-
countable for doing what's best
for us? Right, you're talking
about it but you aren't in the
Dowdy Building demanding
to speak to someone in charge
or reading up on where you're
money is going.
REALITY CHECK
Just be on time!
For those
of you who
are saying
classes
anyway.
not
if you want
too, howev-
er it should
affect
fun
taking in the
things
TIFFANY
BALMER
Our society has made large steps
in making equality a reality but we
still have a long way to go. It is more
than evident in today's society that
white male privilege is alive and well
However what we can be done about
this to make the notion of equality
more of a reality.
Minorities have been oppressed
and shut out for too long. Now that
we have the opportunity to speak out
and stand up for othersas well as our-
selves we neglect to do so. We have
a challenge to make our presence
known
We have come so far but few mi-
norities are stepping up to the plate
of leadership. We have a right as
citizens of the US to impact our fami-
lies and communities by putting input
into how our communities are ran. We
have a duty to be active participants
in the education of our children.
We have an obligation to our
children and the futurewe want them
to experience. Are we going to be
negligent and do exactly what our
oppressors want us to do ...absolutely
nothing, or will be choose to take
another step forward and stand up
like our ancestors who paved the way
for usand be the leaders we were
born to be.
The choice isyours our universi-
ties are filled with brilliant minds
who have the capacity to lead others
Hopefully for the sake of our future
generations someone will stand up
and make the right one. If not what
does the future hold?
Being an AfricanAmerican Col-
lege Senior I am concerned about the
future of our culture.
Safiyyah Feaster
UNC Greensboro
Gotta get something off your chest?
WRITE IT HERE
and let the therapy begin!
EDIT0R@NCATREGISTER.COM
and questioned everyday.
Why would a corporation or
a small business hire us when
we can't do something as sim-
ple as be on time for class?
Yes, parking is hectic, but
so is parking and traffic in
the cities we want to move.
Charlotte, New York, Atlanta,
California, the list goes on.
You walk into work 15
minutes late and tell your boss
you couldn't find park. Oh ok
well find another job, because
there are thousands ofcollege
graduates, who majored in ex-
actly whatyou majored in and
interned just as hard as you
didready and willing to come
to work hours before and wait
for the doors to open.
A&T we are the future but
some of us are not showing
and proving right now...It's
our turn to take the world by
storm. So I'm begging us to
step our game up in 2008.
I don't want Barak Obama
to be the last African Ameri-
can to run for President. I
want us to run the world, be
the rule makersnot breakers. I
love this university and I love
Aggies. So as your sister I just
thought I should step up and
giveus all a reality check.
Aggies need a reality check on time management
It would be an excellent practice
ifwhatever is written concerning
A&T and or its personnel past/present
conduct the proper research to vali-
date the truth ofpublished statements
whether bad or good. It's still AGGIE
PRIDE.Thank you.
The information listed in the Reg-
ister concerning Joyce Spruill written
byTJ. Moore in 3/19/01 is incorrect.
It states that the tenure record was
30-53. This would give you a total of
85 games for a tenure of 11 years,
therefore only averaging 7.7 games
per season.
Tiffany Balmer is a senior JOMC
major. She can be reached at
tiffanybalmer@gmail.com.Joyce Spruill
Many professors suffer
from the same issues we have,
no where to park, lack ofrest
and family problems, but the
majority of them don't bring
those issues to class.
Its time to get it together
A&T, it really is. If not now
then when? We as a race and
a generation are being tested
A professor gets 10 and a
doctor gets 15 minutes and if
they are even a halfof second
late we are ready to leave.
And I know I am one of the
first to start aroll and beready
to leave. Yet we as students
think we have 45 minutes to
get to class and shouldn't be
questioned.
"I don't go
out and party I work," that is
very much respected and un-
derstood, but those long hours
at work cannot take control
ofyour classes because at the
end of the semester the one
with the rule of thumb is the
professor.
YeaYea Iknow "there is no
where to park" and "I'm tired
because I stayed up all night
doing," NOTHING, "and that
makes it ok for me to be late,"
NOTE. As many parents and
professors say, this is the best
years ofyour life, you should
be able to stay up all nightpar-
Are we sooccupied by oth-
er things in our lives that we
forget what we came to school
for in the first place?
How disrespectful is our
generation that coming to a
class that you paid for on time
is such a hard thing to do. Last
time I checked no one forced
you to enroll.
Then the students slowly
drag in, some happy, some
with attitudes and some non-
chalantly; all wrong, because
class started at 9:00 am, not
9:05, not 9:15 and defiantly
not 10:00am.
As I sit here in class and
look at the clock that reads
8:58 am. I begin to wonder is
class canceled. Should I have
check black board before
coming this morning?
There are two other class-
mates in the room with me,
but the class holds 30. Did I
miss something? As I pick up
my phone to check my email,
in walks my professor and
bubbly and bushy tailed as
always.
Greensboro's Homeless
Are there anymore African
American Leaders?
SKETCHMAN by Brandon Murphy
Athletics
LEROY
MIKELL
February One Revisited Issue
The girl a guy could see
himself with will also go as far
as to give him the right number
and laugh at his jokes. Unfor-
tunately other than the fact that
he seems like a nice guy he is
unattractive.
Do you know that a woman
will go out on a date with a guy
justbecause he is nice?
This poor guy is well on
his way to being a trainer also
known as a good friend. The
word "friend" is one ofthe big-
gest putdowns a person could
ever hear from the opposite
LETTERS
to the EDITOR Dribbling out of the 'Friend' Zone
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TEAM
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Monday
vs. Delaware State
Corbett SportsCenter
5 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
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Lady Aggies stay hot in Florida road-trip AGGIES
MEAC OVR
Morgan State
Norfolk State
Hampton
Delaware State
North Carolina A&T
Bethune-Cookman
Florida A&M
South Carolina State
Coppin State
Howard
n-ShOreMD Easteri
Monday night, the Lady Ag-
gies anillated the Wildcats of
Bethune-Cookman 89-55 two
days after a 69-53 road upset
overFloridaA&M.
"We have some some ladies on
this team who have their eyes
on the prize", said head coach
Patricia Cage-Bibbs. "All I can
say is we're happy with where
we are, but not completely
where we want to be."
After four convincing home
victories for the ladies, a suc-
cessful road-trip on the south
coast would set the mark for the
blue-and-gold as the best con-
ference start in school history
with 10 straight victories.
expectations
A&T's women's basketball
team entered their two-game
Florida road swing with high
It was the teams largest mar-
gin of victory on the road since
February 10, 2003, when the
Lady Aggies hammered Morris
Brown Collegeby 40 points.
Sophomore forward Lamona
Smalley added 14 and seven
boards.
In the beginning of the second
half, A&T jumped to a 19-8run
in the first eight minutes high-
lighted by seven points from
junior guardAmberBland, who
finished with 15.
In the first 10 minutes, the
team jumped to a 20-4 lead
which ultimately led as a start-
ing point to a lopsided game.
Junior forward Brittany Tay-
lor-James led the way with 16
points on 5-7 shooting from the
field, while the starters com-
bined for 71 points.
points
In Monday's action, five play-
ers documented double figure
They can now earn their first
"We knew when we brought
Nancy in here she was a big-
time player," A&T coach Patri-
cia Cage-Bibbs said. "She has
such a passion for the game."
Rembert had a career game
with the team high 18 points,
hitting key shots under pres-
sure.
seconds
A&T finally began to pull
away at the 5:24 mark when
executing a 16-3 run in 3:32
Five lead changes sparked the
first five minutes of the second
halfbefore the A&T never sur-
rendered more points despite
the close the game.
The Lady-Rattlers of Florida
A&M welcomed the women
to Tallahasse with a thump-
ing 18-7 run, but never could
stretch the lead as the Lady Ag-
giesre-cooperated heading into
halftime with a one-point lead.
Gametime will be at 2 p.m.,
and 4 p.m. respectiveely. Mon-
day's game will air live on ES-
PNU.
THE LADY AGGIES will berocking pink jerseysonSaturday in conjunction with the 'Think Pink'
campaign to honorof NC State coach KayYowand theWBCA Breast CancerFunc
MEAC title in almost a decade
with wins against UMES and
Delaware State Saturday and
Monday respectively
0VR.
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
TENNIS
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
MEAC OVR.
1-1
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
SOUTHERN DIVISION
Greensboro, NC 27401
709 East Market Street
Suite 200B
Close to campus!
Aggies leave Florida with glass half empty A&T going'big'for 2008 season THIS WEEK'S GAMES:Saturdayvs. MD Eastern-Shore
Corbett Sports Center
4 p.m.BY MALCOLM S.EUSTACHE
THE A&T REGISTER Monday
vs.Delaware State
Corbett Sports Center
7 p.m.
SOFTBALL
TEAM
Howard
Delaware State
Hampton
Florida A&M
Morgan State
Bethune-Cookman
South CarolinaState
MD Eastern-Shore
Coppin State
North Carolina A&T
Norfolk State
PHOTO BY LEROY MIKELL-THE A&T REGISTER THIS WEEK'S GAMES:Wednesday
vs. Gardner-Webb
Boiling Springs, N.C.
1p.m.
HEAD COACH JERRY EAVES and the Aggies are looking to bounceback from theirloss at
Bethune-Cookman when they return to Corbett on Saturday to face the Hawks ofEastern-Shore.
Tuesday
vs. NC Central
Durham, N.C.
1p.m.
Posting more turnovers
than the Wildcats, the Ag-
gies also only atempted four
freethrows on the entire
Unfortunately, when the
Aggies did attack the rim,
they were plagued by the
same thing they have been
most of the year - inaccu-
racy.
attacking."
"Even though we played
their style of ball we had
opportunities," said Aggies
Head Coach JerryEaves. We
didn't attack the basket with
the idea of finishing strong.
We finessed some shots
around the basket. We shot
one free throw in the first 38
minutes. That says we're not
The Wildcats were led by
guards DeWayne Pettus and
Jimmy Hudson who scored
18 points and 17 points re-
spectively, shooting a com-
bined 12-23from the floor.
NORTHERNDIVISION
Corbett Sports Center has been
theAggies best friend over these
past two seasons. The arena,
voted as the fourteenth toughest
college basketball venue for op-
ponents to play in by ESPN last
year, has only seen them men
lose in it five times since the
BY MALCOLM S.EUSTACHE
THE A&TREGISTER
2006-07. A&T's recent Florida
road trip suggests thatthey may
be relieved to return home this
weekend.
On Monday, the men of blue-
and-gold were shown no love on
the second outing of their two-
game trip in the Sunshine State
as the Wildcats of Bethune-
Cookman defeated the Aggies
54-50.
TEAM
Howard
Coppin State
Delaware State
Hampton
Morgan State
Florida A&M
Bethune-Cookman
Norfolk State 0-0
South Carolina State 0-0
TEAM MEAC
North Carolina A&T 0-0
OVR.
1-5
0-2
0-4
0-0
0-1
THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Wednesday
vs. Campbell
Aggie Tennis Complex
2:30 p.m.
NEWS & NOTES
Center
Accident & Injury
Gibson Chiropractic
Southern and Mississippi-Valley State,
SOFTBALL The MEAC championship
runner-ups from last season picked up right
where they left off last year this weekend
in Georgiaat the SWAC/MEAC Challenge.
The ladies went 4-0 over the weekend with
wins over Alcorn State,Jackson State,
A&T welcomes UMES on
Saturday at 4 p.m. and Dela-
ware State Monday on ES-
PNU at 7 p.m.
Along withthehelpofguard
Steven Rush's 21-points on
8-for-16shooting, they found
a huge spark from guard
Glenn Nelson's 3-pointer in
the final moments.
night."
"The big fellow hit two big
shots for us," said Eaves. We
had guys all over the place
stepping up big for us to-
The Rattlers, who were led
by guard Leslie Robinson's
25 points, had the Aggies
down by 14 points at half-
time.
Freshman forward Thomas
Coleman sank 2 freethrows
with 1.2 seconds remaining
to lift theAggies to an 80-78
victory.
Ironically, it was free-
throws that saved the Ag-
gies the previous Saturday at
Florida A&M.
split the road trip. I would
have loved to have them
both. I felt we should have ad
them both but we get to go
back home and regroup."
game
"You can't be passive on
the road," said Eaves. "We
TENNIS A&T's got a 5-2 victory over the
Eagles of North CarolinaCentral thispast
Monday for their firstvictory on the sea-
son.The Aggies won four singles competi-
tions along with two doubles competitions.
That feeling of winning is
first on the minds of everyone
involved in Aggie football.
"There's no hiding from
[the past two seasons]/' said
Brown. "But we're four years
removed from a champion-
ship. We're used to winning
and we will win again."
And it is that winning culture
that the football program is
trying to restore.
But if it is championship
experience they were look-
ing for,A&T got a steal in out
of Charlotte's Independence
High School with Fernando
White. Winners of the last 7
out of 8 4AA state champion-
ships, the entire coaching staff
is buzzing about his potential
with the Aggies.
The Aggies also recruited
directly from home with Dud-
ley High School wide reciever
Torrian Warren. As the son of
of former A&T football play-
er Thomas Warren, he was
named MVP of the Class 3-A
State Championship.
A&T also went out of state
for defensive lineman Bran-
don Young from Louisville,
KY, defensive lineman Jarrell
Herring from Detroit, Mich,
wide receiver Derek Gould
from Brown Mills, NJ, and
defensive back Justin Ferrell
from Danville, VA.
"I think he is going to bring a
lot o leadership qualities," said
Fobbs. "He is a heady kid with
good size, athleticism, and his
biggest strength is that he can
make plays. He can step in and
play right away, so there is go-
ing to be some good competi-
tion at the QB spot."
The Aggies are not short on
mobility at the quarterback
position with Herbert Miller
and Shelton Morgan returning
from last year. Stone Moun-
tain, GA recruit Carlton Fears
out of Georgia Military Col-
lege will bring much needed
discipline and decision making
at the quarterback position. He
completed 50 percent of his
passes last season, throwing
just2 interceptions.
the Goldsboro native showed
his suprising mobility on his
recruiting tape.
Someone that everyone
stands in the shadow of, how-
ever, is offensive lineman
and potential right tackle for
the Aggies, Donald Pollack.
Standing atan enormous 6 foot
7 and weighing 370 pounds,
With the addition of 12 line-
man total, A&T's big men up-
frontlook to stand in the shad-
ows of no other team.
"We have to give our young
men a chance to learn our
system over a 4-year period.
To have so many of our hish
school signees from within
the state shows how hard our
coaches have worked to build
relationships within the state.
We met some of our goals up-
front on both sides of the ball.
We wanted to attract some
speed as well, but our main
concentration was the offen-
sive and defensive lines."
"I think that is ultimately
how we're going to build a
strong and steady program
here," said Fobbs.
school
Scouting 22 ofthe 27 players
from North Carolina, the Ag-
gies made it a point to recruit
in state. They also have 24
commited players from high
One of the major obstacles
the Aggies were forced to face
last season in the MEAC was
their size, as they were com-
monly the smaller team on the
field on any given day or night.
They felt like that was an issue
that could be handled without
doing much recruiting beyond
North Carolina's border.
For 2008, Head Coach Lee
Fobbs Jr. and his coaching
staffhit the recruiting scene as
hard as they ever had.
"The main thing is that we
get our program settled down
and moving forward," said In-
terim Athletic Director Wheel-
er Brown.
And history is exactly where
A&T's football program hopes
to leave those two seasons.
The 2006 and 2007 football
seasons were arguably the
toughest in Aggie Athletics
history.
David Gibson, DC
1994,Chiropractic Graduate, Dallas, Texas
1986,The Ohio State University, BS Mechanical
Engineering
Author,Lecturer, Health Care Practitioner
classes, after classes
Same Day Appointments
Office Shuttle Transportation Available
No Auto Injury Payments Expected Until Final
Settlement
AttorneyLiens Accepted
Appointments available before class, between
336-274-2520
Auto Accident Injuries, Work Injuries,
Headaches, NeckPain, Back Pain, Shoulder
Pain, Numbness,Tingling, Disc Injuries
<{fr A Woman's Choice ofNorth Carolina
feua-a 1-888 632 9995
* SameDajAppoiDtments Afiailable * Abortions UpTo 20Mr Pregnancy Testing
* Routine Women Care- IV Mum Sedation- Nilrous Oxide, Anesthesia Available
Discounts for Military,Student& Medicaid
Don't Wait and Suffer inPain.
Call 336-274-2520to schedule an appointment
theSCORE
MEAC OVRTEAM
Coach Bibbs leads A&T to 10-0conference record with wins over FAMU
and Bethune-Cookman; play Maryland Eastern-Shore on Saturday
BY DANIEL HENDERSON
THE A&T REGISTER
North Carolina A&T
MD Eastern-Shore
Hampton
Coppin State
Delaware State
Morgan State
South Carolina State
Florida A&M
Howard
Norfolk State
Bethune-Cookman
THIS WEEK'S GAMES:
Saturday
vs. MD Eastern-Shore
Corbett Sports Center
2 p.m.
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It was a job at Tower Re-
cords that he says taught him
a lot about the music industry
teaching him about different
types of music and giving him
the opportunity to see who buys
and supports music.
The inspiration behind the
Grammy nominated lead single
'Woman' was "90% of what
you hear on the radio, the ma-
songny inspired this song," said
DeVaughn.
ton," said DeVaughn. "Chucky
Thompson from a production
stand point, Richard Harrison,
Chuck Brown, just the longev-
ity he's had in this game those
were some ofmy immediate in-
fluences."
YOU > A&T > BATTLE > CAME FROM COPPIN STATE > DEVAUGHN WENTTO COPPIN STATE
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with Raheem
BEHIND THE MELODY
DeVaughn
RAHEEM DEVAUGHN is making the move from R&B's best keptsecret to mainstream star.
YOU
DEGREES OF
SEPERATION
How you're connected
with R&B sensation
BY MICHAEL J.McCRAY
THE A&T REGISTER
His remixes have become
MySpace favorites for urban
hipsters who may love a Jay-Z
track but want a soulful twist on
it. DeVaughn, who at the time
was making the transition from
being an indie artist to being
Best known for his women-
centric ballads and live perfor-
mances which include a travel-
ing painter who captures the
vibe that night on canvas and
are sometimes women only.
"I'm always trying new
things," said DeVaughn.
"I just wanted to add color to
the show and I wanted to give
people their monies worth at the
same time."
It's kind ofhard to be R&B's
best kept secret once you've hit
the night show curcuit and had
tracks you recorded for mix-
tapes end up getting radio play
but the self-proclaimed R&B
Hippie NeoSoul Rockstar is
ready to get offthe sidelines and
get in the game.
Fresh offa Grammy nomina-
tion and the release ofhis latest
album "The Love Behind the
Melody," Raheem DeVaughn
is on cusp on long-term R&B
stardom,
"One ofmy biggest influenc-
es from D.C. is an independent
artist named W. Ellington Fel-
And the fans ate itup, turning
these "side projects" into mini
albums and giving DeVaughn
the opportunity to note major
moments for him like birth of
a friends child or the death of
rapper Pimp C and Washington
Redskins safety Sean Taylor, it
gave him a vehicle to cross pro-
mote his ideals and music cre-
ating a win-win situation from
himself and the label.
The mixtapes also give him a
chance to workwith some ofhis
favorite producers and do tracks
that mightnot be album ready.
Growing up in the DC Metro
area (Prince Georges County),
DeVaughn was inspired by the
usual cast of classic soul artists
and music but also local art-
ists like Go-Go legend Chuck
Brown.
"I started doing the mix-
tapes out of frustration," said
DeVaughn. "I had to find a
way to bridge that gap, and vi-
cariously promote myself at the
same time and feed the fix ofthe
fans."
on a major label, was confused
by the system of how labels re-
leased albums and singles at the
time.
PHOTOBY SARAH A. FRIEDMAN
James Blunt, Sade and Jay-Z
are all high on DeVaughn's list
of artist he'd like to work with
but for now he's looking at his
place in R&B and is continuing
to grind for more success.
The upcoming tour with
Jill Scott will be DeVaughn's
chance to expand his fan base
but also an opportunity for his
loyal fans to getto see him with
another Neo Soul star.
"I've always wanted to tour
with her [Jill Scott] and I think
this is the perfect time to set it
off," said DeVaughn. "I person-
ally reached out to her before
she went overseas and she said
she was game for it and most
imporantly she kept her word."
"I like to think of myselfas
grassroots where seeing is be-
lieving," said DeVaughn.
You can see Raheem
DeVaughn opening up for Jill
Scott in Greensboro at the
Greensboro Coliseum Sunday,
March 3rd at 7 p.m., tickets are
still available for the show.
tour with Jill Scott.
"I'm a firm believer that we
should constantly reinvent our-
selves, we're beautful and we
have so many ways to show it
off, plus I just felt more sexy
this way," said DeVaughn jok-
ingly.
"Iwanted topick up ourwom-
en up who don't see the worthin
themselves." The likely second
single "Customer" is "sexy with
a lot of innuendo" filled track
letting awoman choose the way
she wants well...you know.
Along with the album,
DeVaughn has ditched the
braidsand hired a trainer to help
in get in shape ofthe upcoming
"I listened to a lot of every-
thing, I appreciate Go-Go just
as much as I appreciate R&B
and I appreciate R&B as much
as I appreciate alternative rock,
so I think I have a balance."
E-mails to Knowles' publicist Yvette Noel-
Schure and calls and e-mails to Recording Acad-
emy spokeswomen Jaime Sarachit and Barb De-
ghan were not immediately returned.
"I am not sure of whose
toes I may have stepped on or
whose ego I may have bruised
between the Grammy writers
and Beyonce," Franklin said in
a statement issued by her pub-
licist. "However, I dismissed it
as a cheap shot for controversy."
On Tuesday, the longtime Queen of Soul
slammed Beyonce Knowles'
intro to Tina Turner at Sun-
day's Grammy Awards, in
which Knowles called Turner,
not Franklin, "the queen '
LOS ANGELES (AP) — When Aretha Franklin isunhappy, she does not mince words.
A&T Student dives into the three-stackbuttermilk pancake at enjoying thefood on IHOP's National Pancake Day
Eating pancakes for FREE
BY AASIYA TOWNSELL
THEA&TREGISTER
On Tuesday, Feb. 12 IHOP's
nation-wide were jammed packed
Come celebrate Black History
Month along with family and
friends to the African sounds
of drums and high-energy
dances.
KUUMBA DRUM AND
DANCE COMPANY per-
forms Saturday Feb. 16 at
the Greensboro Children's
Musuem 220 N. Church St
Greensboro, NC.
membership
Tickets are free/admission/
Show time 11am
The restaurant not only pro-
vided quick service with friendly
severs, but achance to take abreak
fromyourwallet and enjoythe best
part of breakfast, the pancakes all
because ofa one special day.
"IHOP is usually dead by now
at this time ofnight, so business is
going well," said IHOP host Alex-
andria McKinney.
Considering all the people that
were there in the restaurant eating
free food, business was still fluc-
tuating smoothly. People still or-
dered special meals with their free
pancakes along with drink orders.
"I wouldn't come to IHOP
normally, I only came for the free
pancakes," said Krista Carter an-
other UNCG student.
While she and her friends were
enjoying another weekly outing at
IHOP others just came to the res-
tauramt just for the free pancakes.
The cooks in the back along
This holiday was know kept se-
cret to the people in Greensboro,
everyone wanted their free pan-
cakes and with a restaurant full of
hungry people especially college
students, receiving pancakes at a
fast rate was needed.
The IHOP in Battleground was
packed to its capacity with people
lined up on both ends of the res-
taurant with a parking lot having
no available spaces left. The time
was 8:30p.m. and people were
craving for apancake dinner.
with hungry customers awaiting
for their free three-stack butter-
milk pancakes in celebration of
IHop's National Pancake Day.
"I come to IHop every Saturday
morning so it's unusual to come on
a Tuesdaynight,"Flynn said.
"I found out about the free pan-
cakes on facebook," said Hanna
Flynn aUNCG student.
How did people find out about
the IHOP's special day? Well, for
college students the answer is a
click away, Facebook.
meals
It seemed as if every college
student that was sitting in each
booth were all from UNCG. A
good number of them showed up
wearing their school sweat shirts
and shared laughter over their
The servers were getting people
in and outoftheir tables quickly so
more pancake lovers can indulge
in the free buttery dish.
with the waiters and waitresses
were running back and forth, up
and down the aisles serving pan-
cake after pancake, after pancake.
PRESALE TICKETS FOR
JAY Z AND MARY J BLIGE
TOUR for Fan Club Bundle,
Citi Cardmembers, and Live
Nation from 02/14-15 from
10 am-lOpm. Fab Club Pre
Sale: 02/13-15 lOam-lOpm.
Get your tickets today for the
Tour at the Greensboro, Coli-
seum Complex on April 5th
himself anywhere. He then
discovers he is not alone and
finds himself in a war between
'Jumpers' and those after him
Synopsis: A genetic anomaly
allows a young man (Hayden
Christensen) to teleport
JUMPER premiresValentines
Day, Thursday 14th
Go back to the. place you and
yourpartner first met. Bring along
candles, non-alcoholic beverages
and home cooked food. Spend
some quality time withthe one you
hold most dear. Your love will fall
straight intoyour arms.
10:ARomantic Getaway
If you can sing serenade your
mate. If you cannot sing, don't be
afraid to make a fool of yourself.
Musical compositions show off
your daring side. The right lyrics
can make any man or woman's
heart melt.
Write a Song
What better way to show off
your affection than through the
English language? Hand written
messages left around the house, in
the car and in the classroom makes
your partner blush with glee.
8: Leave Messages
African violets, orchids, and lil-
ies are all in, roses are not. Roses
are cliche and give you the nick-
name Mr. or Miss. Last Minute.
Stick with exotic flowers and you
will be sure to liven up any room.
Flowers
Jewelry says you're irresistible.
It complements the essence ofany
man or a woman. Bracelets, neck-
laces and watches are usually on
sale this time of year. This saves
your dollars while maintaining
longevity in your relationship.
6: Jewelry
Bake cookies using only red
M&M's. Red symbolizes the color
oflove. Your significant other will
be amazed with your attention to
detail.
Bake
Create a booklet that includes
memorable pictures from the past.
Re-live the joyful times you spent
together with a scrapbook pieced
together with love.
4: Scrapbook
romance
All men and women need to
relax. Tickets giving free mas-
sages, no talking time and home
cook meals re-ignite the flame of
any relationship. They let your
mate know how serious you are
about this partnership.
3: Create Your Own Tickets
Boxers or panties stitched with
your name are a defining point in
2: Personalized Underwear
In the words ofToni Braxton a
letterreads "Youmean the world to
me." On the letter spread the scent
of your perfume and or cologne.
Whenever that special someone
reads your thoughts they will be
reminded ofyou.
imagination
A letter
This Valentine's Day, what's a
better way to say I love you than
the perfect gift? What's hidden
underneath store shelves across
the country is the idea that the best
presents are inexpensive. Creativi-
ty and planning far ahead outweigh
any hefty price tag item. Men and
women both want the same things.
To feel special and appreciated is
universal. When showing off your
affection all that's needed is a little
Love is in the air. We breathe it,
we feel it but most importantly we
cannot live without it.
So for the people who as the question was this
event even worth all that hype it produced around
campus? Well, the answer is, YES!
It was chance to get a break from walking it
out and cranking that soulja boy, everywhere.
Whatadded the artistic moodfor thenightwere
the visual artists and designers who showed their
skills such as, Aasiya Townsell, Abidjon, Ashley
C. Smith, Kairon and Lovette Larendae, just to
name a few. Also, big ups to Ayinde Purnell for
keeping the "Art Life" going and attracting new
and up-coming artist as well and to Dana James,
a senior Fashion major ofA&T, who rocked the
mic as a host for the event.
Some ofthe musicians stepped upthe meaning
ofbeing a "local artist." This included Beautiful
Experience, acoustic guitarist J-Strings, Raheem
McCrae and Carletta Durand a feature singer for
the Durham rap duo, Little Brother.
"I came outto see all the art thatwas going on
out their and get a feel for what everybody was
bringing to the table," said juniorA&T student,
DeAn Pridgeon.
Before the concert the audience bobbed their
head to some familiar tunes from Mary J. Blige,
DeAngelo, Jill Scott, Kanye and Lupe Fiasco.
Just hearing the music made you want to set the
mood right with candle light and finger snaps.
VIP guest sat in a roped comer and was served
sushi while the rest ofthe crowd goers gotto take
full advantage ofthe live entertainment, feeling
grown and sexy.
The crowd was fairly new to the ArtLifestyle
scene and wasn't sure whatto expect when enter-
ing through the door. Some were a little hesitant
but soon found outthat this wasn't a regular club
night at Jabs, this involved a gajleria of good
food, "hot" pieces and some well-needed good
music.
selling
The concert consisted of A&T Alumni and
students, along with local artists out of Winston
Salem and Raleigh Durham. Paintings from local
artists and A&T students were also displayed for
More than 400 in attendance that included
students from all over the triad came together at
JABS Ultra Bar on Friday the 9th for the Artlift-
estyle Concert.
"I think what attracts people tomy stuffis that
its more personal than justany other thing you
see on the street," said Roderick D. Ross, who
was one ofthe designers that was featured in the
Artlifestyle concert.
Still, Franklin ended her brief criticism on a
gracious note, thanking the Grammys and the
voting academy and saying, "love to Beyonce
anyway."
At a party later that night, Knowles called
Turner her "ultimate icon."
"There is one legend who has the essence
ofall of those things: the glamour, the soul, the
passion, the strength, the talent," said Knowles,
strutting in hot pants. "Ladies and gentlemen.
Stand on your feet and give it up for the queen."
Asian American movement
and music.The event is being
sponsored by the Lyceum Pro-
gram Committee and is free
and open to the public.
create new dimensions in
SAN JOSE TAIKO DRUM-
MERS performs Friday, Feb.
15 at 7:30p.m. at Harrison
Auditorium. Inspired by tra-
ditional Japanese drumming,
San JoseTaiko performers
l.So does it bother
big day on the 14th
6. Is it bad to not tip at IHop? 7. Even on Free pancake day? 8. Why can't you tip at fast-food restaurants? 9. Don't they provide you
with fast service? 10,Whose mad that they are finally building a new fitness facility while your a senior? 11. Guess you'll never have
a chance to run on that indoor track, huh? 12.Why do people still ask if Corbett Gym has a pool? 13.Are the swim team posters not
visible? 14.Why do people base a life skill on hair damage? 15. If you fall off a boat you probably won't think about your hair get-
ting wet, right? 16.Anybodyelse ready for spring? 17. Ready for spring break? 18. Is Miami Beach the only place Aggies can think
of to spend spring break? 19.Wasn't going the first two times good enough? 20. Now three times?
you that a terrorist came from our engineering department? 2. Clearly who was his professors? 3. Ready for that
? 4. So does that mean you have an excuse for missing your thursday night class? 5, How about Friday morning?
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10Valentine's Day Gifts
Taking it back to
the Art Lifestyle
inexpexensive gifts thatyou can share withyour Valentine's
BY SHANKE JARMON
THE A&TREGISTER
BY ALEXANDRIA HARPER
THE A&T REGISTER
The A&T Register's
guide to what's going
this week in arts
and entertainment.
Aretha Franklin
upset at Grammy's PHOTO BY AASIYA TOWNSELL •A&T REGISTER
BY BC-PEOPLE
ASSOCIATEDPRESS WRITER
Franklin
In the first few seconds ofKnowles' intro to
Turner's performance, she name-dropped Frank-
lin and a long list offamed female singers. Then
the "Crazy inLove" chanteuse focused on Turn-
er.
